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BACKGROUND
This organisation is an independent immigration advisory service, providing essential
support to thousands of UK businesses and individuals seeking relocation assistance
across the globe.
Essential to its on-going operations is a robust, feature-rich telephony system that
enables immigration advisors to stay in contact with clients, legal professionals, visa
issuers and government intermediaries.

BUSINESS CHALLENGE
A period of sustained growth had led this London-based
organisation to open a second office in Harrogate, North
Yorkshire. This site would act as a contact centre and
would raise the total number of line extensions to 45
across the two sites.
The expansion also saw the addition of a greater number
of remote workers, adding to both systems complexity
and cost.

OBJECTIVES
Having started life as a small company using a BT
Feature Line, the organisation realised that a new,
feature-rich telephony solution, one that would integrate
seamlessly with their CRM system, was required if they
were to continue growing without constraint.

With an increase in workforce mobility there was a need
to improve collaborative working, plus the desire to
reduce on- going call costs as around 10% of calls were
being placed internationally to locations such as
Australia, New Zealand, South Africa and the US.

SELECTION PROCESS
The operations director, responsible for procurement, had
specific requirements: “The need to improve functionality
whilst driving down costs compelled us to look at a
number of options. Having reviewed the technologies
available, we knew we wanted to go with an Avaya
solution. Particularly because it supported SIP
integration, which was something we wanted to explore in
the future.
“We were attracted to Comtec because they seemed
really switched on and we were impressed by the high
standard of their Avaya technical accreditations.”

THE SOLUTION
Comtec implemented an Avaya IP office solution across
the two sites, which included a second PBX at the new
Harrogate office. An Avaya Small Community License
enabled the two IP PBXs to behave intuitively as a single,
unified system.
The old, expensive ISDN30 connections were replaced
with an SIP trunking solution that runs over much more
cost- effective symmetrical (SDSL) broadband
connections.
In order to support business continuity additional SIP
trunks over broadband provided failover resilience and an
on-going Avaya service agreement was put in place.

“The Avaya telephony system is very smart and Comtec
has helped us get the maximum benefit from the
available feature set. That combination has provided the
platform we need to deliver an excellent standard of
customer service and helped our business to grow.”
The new system is not only more resilient and
feature-rich but also significantly cheaper. The savings
have enabled the organisation to recoup the upgrade
costs in less than nine months.
“Comtec proved to be a genuinely valuable partner.
They have been instrumental in helping us gain the
greatest possible value from our telephony
investment.”
Operations director, independent immigration advisory service.

BUSINESS BENEFITS

THE FUTURE

The operations director describes some of the benefits of
the new system: “Comtec did an outstanding job on the
technical side and we’ve not had any issues at all. The
added resilience has given us real peace of mind
because we’d had failures on the old ISDN lines that
threatened customer confidence in the past.

With nearly 50 staff in place, the organisation is hatching
further expansion plans that could see it open satellite
operations in South Africa and New Zealand. In both
cases, it intends to leverage Avaya technology and
Comtec-managed SIP trunking to optimise collaboration
and productivity whilst avoiding high call charges.
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